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Introduction

The Kiah House is significant because it was the longtime residence of Dr. Calvin L. Kiah, a professor

who led Savannah State College’s education department, and Virginia Kiah, a public school teacher, artist,

and curator of the Museum for the Masses on the home’s second floor. Dr. and Mrs. Kiah bought the house in

1959. Mrs. Kiah died in 2001 , and the house has been stuck in probate and unoccupied ever since (Segedy

2016). Consequently, the property has fallen into serious disrepair and is listed on the City of Savannah’s

“100 Worst Properties” (Figure 1 ). “Because of the mayor’s agenda to combat blight properties this property

is endangered. It’ s important to be proactive regarding the documentation of the historical significance of the

property through more oral history, community gatherings, cleanup campaigns, and an archaeological study”

(Johnson-Simon 2017b). This preliminary, Phase I study has shown that significant archaeological resources

exist and should be further studied.

Archaeological and Historical Background

No previous archaeology has been conducted on this

property (505 W. 36th Street, Savannah, Georgia), so the site

was reported to the Georgia State Site Files and given the site

number 9Ch1452. The house is in the Cuyler-Brownsville

neighborhood, which is one of the oldest African-American

communities in Savannah (Johnson-Simon 2017b).

Cuyler-Brownsville Neighborhood

The neighborhood is bounded by Anderson Street,

Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, Victory Drive, Kollock Road, and

Ogeechee Road and lies between the National Register-listed

Thomas Streetcar Historic District and the National Register-

listed Laurel Grove Cemetery (thempc.org). The Cuyler-

Brownsville neighborhood was listed on the National Register

of Historic Places in 1998, and the boundaries of the Historic

District are slightly different from the neighborhood boundaries

(National Register Nomination 1998). Unfortunately, due to

development and razing of historic structures, the designation is

threatened and reanalysis the historic status is ongoing (Gregory

2017).

There are no recorded Native American sites in the immediate vicinity. After colonization, this area

was divided into farm lots, or the portion of a settler’ s land grant designated for farming. These triangular lots

were located well outside of the city. The 1812 Stoup map shows no major farms in the area. Ogeechee Road,

formerly the Southern Road, is the community’s western boundary, and a former divider between Farm lots.

The current neighborhood’s roots are in post-Civil War migration. This area, outside the city limits, provided

an important refuge where African American families could be relatively undisturbed, but close enough to

town so many residents could work in Savannah. Two major land tracts were subdivided and developed.

Dilliontown, David R. Dillion’s 100-acre tract, had lots oriented to east/west streets in a grid pattern with

squares, continuing the Oglethorpe Plan principles. The original east/west streets were named after Dillion’s

eight children. The squares were named David, Robert, and Dillion. Dr. Louis A. Falligent’ s 20 acres became

Brownville, which was also a planned grid pattern, but with north/south oriented streets and no squares

(Figure 2). Brownville is between Dilliontown and Laurel Grove Cemetery. The 1868 Waring Map of

Savannah and the 1875 Platen Map of Savannah both show Dilliontown and Brownville (National Register

Figure 1 : The Kiah House, 505 W. 36th,

Savannah, Georgia in December 2017.



Figure 2. Map title: Boundaries ofBrownsville, south of and adjoining the City of Savannah Geo. . . . Included

Garden Lots 7, 8, 9, 1 0, 11 and 12 subdivided to 136 building lots. from the City of Savannah Municipal

Archives, Accessed via: https://dlg.usg.edu/collection/gsg_edmsm.



Nomination 1998:4, 10, Anderson and White 1986).

In 1883, the City of Savannah extended its city limits from Anderson Street to West 42nd Street and

Estill Avenue (now Victory Drive). By 1886, the new wards were officially part of Savannah, and not the

outskirts. While Brownville remained intact, Dilliontown’s squares were subdivided and the streets renamed.

Most of the nineteenth century residences were destroyed and built over, and many of the current houses date

from 1880 through the late 1930s. The neighborhood’s early development was for African American laborers,

including 1880s row homes. Several dozen of these row homes along 34th Street, known as “Meldrim Row”

were recently destroyed to make way for a new police precinct building (Dawers 2015). In the early 1900s,

single-family homes were built south of Kline Street. The height of this building period was 1910 to 1920,

when many single-family homes were built. The Kiah House typifies this. The majority of the commercial

buildings, including corner stores at the intersections of major streets, were mostly built from 1900 to 1920.

These stores were critical black businesses for black people during the Jim Crow era (National Register

Nomination 1998:4-6, 11 -12, 14).

The City of Savannah’s first school specifically built for African American children was the Cuyler

Street School (1914). The site was previously the Old Haven Home School, built by the Methodist Church in

1885. The school is a two-story brick building with 21 rooms. It cost $52,500 to build and initially supported

1 ,200 students (Hoskins 2002: 23). It was the only school to have African American teachers, and it was the

only African American high school from the late 1920s until 1950, when Alfred E. Beach High School

opened. The school closed in 1975, but the building now houses the Economic Opportunity Authority. Other

neighborhood schools include the Catholic School of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (1909) and the Florance

Street School, an elementary school founded in 1930. The Florance Street School closed in the mid-1980s, but

the Savannah Muslim community reopened it in 1992 as an elementary school and community center

(National Register Nomination 1998: 13-14, 18). Today, the school is apartments.

Charity Hospital and Training School for Nurses underwent several name and location changes over

the years. Husband and wife team, Dr. Alice Woodby McKane and Dr. Cornelius McKane, founded the

Training School for Nurses in 1893 along with the McKane Hospital for Women and Children. The nursing

school was the first of its kind in Georgia. In 1896, the McKanes traveled to Liberia for several months to

start another hospital. Upon their return to Savannah, they moved the hospital to the corner of Florance and

W. 36th streets. African Americans entirely staffed the hospital. The South Atlantic Medical Society, founded

in 1892 and comprised of all of Savannah’s black doctors and pharmacists, helped run the hospital. The

McKanes left in 1901 when the Trustees wanted to accept city funding, and the McKanes resisted outside

help. At this turning point, the Charity Hospital name was adopted, and it began to accept male patients.

While care was free for those who could not afford, others did pay for services. In 1931 , a new, two-story

brick building was completed on West 36th Street, for $125,000. The nursing school closed in 1937, and the

hospital closed in 1964. A private nursing home was operated here from 1967 to 1976 (National Register

Nomination 1998:17, Hoskins 2002: 25-26). The building has been converted into the Heritage Place

Apartments.

The National Register of Historic Places nomination form describes the neighborhood:

“TheAfrican-Americans living in Cuyler-Brownville were middle-class home owners andworking-

class renters. Many black professionals and community leaders lived in the neighborhood. Mrs. Lessie

Urquhart, who lived at 816 W. 37th Street in the 1930s, commented, "You had teachers, preachers, and

principals in this area. It was a nice place to live, you were living among very polished people." The

African-American men in Cuyler-Brownville worked in occupations ranging from porters, railroad



workers, tradesmen, and postal workers to teachers, doctors, lawyers, and ministers. Women's

occupations included seamstresses, laundresses, teachers, nurses, and homemakers. The architecture in

the neighborhood reflects this class diversity. Large and elegant single-family dwellings are common

from W. 36th Street south to Victory Drive and wooden tenement rowhouses are common north ofW.

36th Street” (1998: 1 7).

Property History

Today, we call the house at 505 W. 36th Street, the Kiah House after Virginia and Calvin Kiah, who

occupied the house for 42 years from their 1959 purchase to Virginia’ s 2001 death. At least 26 other residents

have been identified in the home’s first 46 years (Figure 3). Because the Cuyler-Brownsville neighborhood is

predominantly African American, and historically so, researchers were surprised to discover that the first

several families that lived in the house were white. The 1940 United States Census lists the entire block as

white, but with African Americans living on the next block.

Elliot Walter Parrish and his wife Kittie are the original owners of the Kiah House, starting in 1913

(City Directories). The Parrishes were originally from Bulloch County. Kittie L. Olliff was born in 1879 and

was listed as a saleswoman prior to her marriage (1900 Census). Her father, Harrison, was a merchant. Elliott

was born December 4, 1877 to Benjamin and Mary. Benjamin was a farmer (1880 Census, Draft Registration

Card). Elliot and Kittie were married in Bulloch County on December 29, 1901 . As early as 1909, Mr. Parrish

was a bookkeeper and accountant at H. Traub & Son and the family lived at 217 W. 31st Street. Elliot’ s 1918

draft card describes him as medium height and build, with blue eyes, dark brown hair, and no physical

disabilities. The Parrishes had at least three children: Herman, born 1904, Elliot Jr., born 1906, and Catherine,

born 1909 or early 1910 (1910 Census). The Parrishes sold the house to Phillip and Frances Kandel in 1922.

The 1937 real estate tax records have Mrs. Parrish listed with three properties: 19 East 34th Street, valued at

$352, Lot 11 Southville Ward, $572, and west part of lot 36 and Lot 37 in Wadley Ward, $3388. Elliott

Parrish died October 13, 1963 while living at the Savannah Beach Convalescent Home.

The Kandel family moved from 224 E. State Street, where they had lived since at least 1911 , having

previously lived at 107 E. Liberty Street in 1908 (City Directories). Phillip Kandel was born December 16,

1873 and married Frances in 1897. His profession is listed as “Hatter”. He was self-employed, and his

Figure 3: Kiah House residents 191 3-2001



business was at 21 Broughton Street in Savannah. Philip was required to register for the draft in 1918 at the

age of 44. He was described as a naturalized citizen having a medium build, medium height, gray hair, gray

eyes, and no physical impairments. His birthday is listed as December 2, not the 16th. The 1920 Census is

unclear on when Philip immigrated. The writing is difficult to understand. The date may be 1885. The 1902

naturalization date for both Phillip and Frances is clearer. Frances Clara Orgel Kandel was born in Austria on

March 15th, 1878 and immigrated in 1885 (1910, 1920, 1930, and 1940 Censuses). There are discrepancies in

the historical record about where Phillip and Frances were born. The majority of the records indicate they

were both from Austria. Phillip’ s death certificate lists his birthplace as Russia. Additionally, the 1910

Census lists Phillip’ s native language as English, which seems unlikely for an Austrian immigrant. The 1920

Census lists Phillip’ s native language as Hebrew and that he does speak English. Their older two sons (Harry,

born 1899, and Emanuel, born 1901 ) were born in New York, possibly their entry point into the United States.

The couple’s third son, Seymour, was born in Georgia in 1917. In 1920, the all three sons are living with their

parents, but by 1930, the older sons had moved out. Harry M. Kandel was a City Physician from at least 1925

to 1928.

Phillip’ s untimely death on January 30, 1923, at age 50 left Frances with a lot to handle. Phillip’ s

death certificate lists the cause of death as asphyxiation, and a secondary cause as “illuminating gas

poisoning”. Illuminating gas is the gas used in gaslights, and accidental or intentional asphyxiation was not

unknown (Ravine 1911 ). The death was ruled a suicide. Phillip was buried at Bonaventure Cemetery, Section

P, lot 131 (JewishGen).

From 1924 to 1937, Frances Kandel is listed as an insurance agent for Penn Mutual Life Insurance

Company. Several others are listed as residents as well, indicating Mrs. Kandel took on boarders. The 1930

United States Census gives us more information, listing Frances C. Kandel (age 49) and her son Seymour Z.

Kandel (age 14). Frances is described as able to read and write and having a radio. Also listed are the

following boarders: Stella C. Gordon, a divorced dressmaker working from home (age 36), her sons Harvey J.

(age 7) and Murray (age 3), and Bertha Bradley (age 26). Stella Gordon was Polish, immigrating in 1906, and

spoke Yiddish. Ms. Bradley was Swiss-born to Russian parents. She immigrated in 1908 and worked as a

stenographer in the real estate industry. In the 1937 City Directory, Frances’ boarding house has been

formalized to the Sunshine Inn. However, in 1941 , the residence is no longer listed as the Sunshine Inn.

Perhaps at age 63, Frances considered herself retired. No City Directories were printed during the years 1942-

1946, as production and publishing was halted during the war. The 1940 United States Census lists Frances as

well as Seymour and Helen (both 24-years-old, and salesmen with a high school education). Helen was

Seymour’s wife. Frances lived at the house until her death on June 10, 1949. She was buried in Bonaventure

Cemetery near her husband.

The next residents are Razzie R Strickland, Jr. and his wife Georgia. Razzie was in the United States

Air Force. Robert Razzie Strickland Jr. was born in Savannah in June 22, 1923. He enlisted in the Field

Artillery on September 16, 1940, as a private. He was 5 feet, 8 inches tall and 154 pounds. Strickland died on

October 23, 1994, and was buried in Tallahassee, Florida (Find A Grave Index, Social Security Applications

and Claims Index, World War II Army Enlistment Records). The Strickland’s occupation is only from 1950 to

1951 , likely as a result of military assignment. Mrs. Alice Hughes is also listed as a resident, but it is unclear

what the relationship may have been. Alice Hughes is an extremely common name, and without more

information, we may not be able to narrow down to the correct Alice Hughes.

Henry A. Edenfield and his wife Lessie bought the house in 1951 , when they were 72 and 62 years

old, respectively. It is unclear when they moved to Savannah (sometime after 1940). Considering their ages,



this might have been a retirement move. Maisie C. Edenfield is also listed as a resident, but it is unclear her

relationship to the family. Henry Alvin Edenfield was born in Bulloch County on January 22, 1879 (Draft

registration card). Henry married Lessie Clyde Malone on October 24, 1907 (County marriage records). By

1910, Henry and Lessie owned their own home, and Henry was self-employed as a farm overseer. Henry’s

1918 draft registration card lists him as medium height, a stout build, light eyes with dark hair, and no

physical disabilities. The couple had two children, Eloise, born 1909, and Thomas, born 1912 (1920 Census).

Thomas is alternately listed as “John T.” on the 1930 Census, and “JT” on the 1940 Census. The 1940 Census

places Henry still farming in Bulloch County, and JT’s wife, Marjorie, has joined the household. The

Edenfields only live at the Kiah House for three years, selling the property to Marie Kelson on March 15,

1955 (Deed Record Book 61S pg 22). Henry Edenfield died on May 21 , 1957 at was buried at the New Hope

United Methodist Church Cemetery in Leefield, Bulloch County, Georgia.

Marie Kelson did not live at the property, but rented to series of tenants until selling the property to the

Kiahs in 1959. After a brief period of vacancy, Reverend Tony Everhart and his wife Maggie rented the

property. Tony was born in New Orleans on May 12, 1892. Maggie was born September 6, 1897 in

Jacksonville, Florida. The Everharts applied for a marriage license on May 7, 1941 (Duval County marriage

applications). Their marriage application lists the same address for both, 915 Julia Street, Jacksonville, and

confirms that they are the Kiah House’s first African American residents. This was a first marriage for him at

age 48, but Maggie was previously widowed. In 1948, Tony traveled from Cuba without Maggie aboard the

SS Florida, arriving in Miami on March 22 (U.S. Citizen Passenger Lists of Vessels). Tony was the pastor at

Mission Universal African Coptic Church in Jacksonville in 1953 (Jacksonville City Directory). Once in

Savannah, Tony is listed as a Pastor at the Coptic Church in 1955, and Pastor of the Holy Coptic Ethiopian

Church in 1957. During the Everhart’ s tenancy from 1955 to 1958, others are listed at 505 ½ W. 36th street

(Savannah City Directory 1955-1958).

In 1955 and 1956, Walter and Minerva Mikels lived in the garage, or “carriage house” in the backyard.

Melvin and Lula M. Ford lived in the garage apartment from 1957 to 1958. Both Walter Mikels and Melvin

Ford are listed as United States Air Force airmen. Mikels was white, and Ford was black. Again, their short

tenancy shows the itinerant, military life of two-year postings. Very little was found on the Mikels.

Researchers tracked “Melvin Ford” across the historical documentation, but had trouble reconciling several

dates. “Melvin Stoney Ford” aka Melvin Ford Sr. was born July 5th, 1942 in Savannah, died Nov. 11 , 2001 in

Suffolk, New York, and was buried in Calverton National Cemetery (Social Security Applications and

Claims, National Cemetery Administration). Ford enlisted in the Air Force July 29, 1959 and was released

July 26, 1963 (Department of Veterans Affairs BIRLS Death File). But this Melvin Ford would have only

been 15 years old in 1957- too young for marriage and enlistment. Another suitable candidate has not been

found in the historical record.

Calvin and Virginia Kiah bought the house from Marie Kelson on

May 5, 1959 and are first listed in the City Directory in 1960 (Figure 4).

Calvin was listed as a “Chairman” at Savannah State University; today

this position is the College of Education Dean. In 1960, Paul L. and

Cornelia K. Stevens were listed as tenants in the garage apartment. Born

on April 27, 1938, Paul was a “Helper at Gulf Oil”. He died Jan. 29,

2001 .

The Kiahs, with contributions by Hayley Adkins

Virginia West Jackson Kiah came from a highly religious

Figure 4: Virginia Kiah (left) in a

Georgia State University archival

photograph.



background and had parents who were involved in the civil rights

movement. Virginia’ s mother, Lillie May Carroll Jackson, a Baltimore

NAACP president and noted Civil Rights leader, understood the

importance of education, and it showed in Virginia’ s academic career.

As a child, she skipped some grades and found a passion for art,

specializing in portrait art. Growing up in Baltimore, Maryland,

Virginia was the oldest of Lillie and Keiffer Jackson’s children. Juanita

was one year younger than Virginia, Marion, five years younger, and

Bowen, 12 years younger (1930 Census).

After high school, she attended the Philadelphia Museum

School of Art and was the only “negro female in the school” (Chico,

1977). She graduated with her Bachelor’ s degree in 1931 and pursued

her career in painting and portraiture, which she was primarily known

for. Portrait art was her passion because she believed “it was for the

community” (Chico, 1977). Her dedication to community service

followed her throughout her life as she served and educated the public.

Concurrently with practicing her art, she taught high school in

Maryland and was the promotional and membership secretary of the

NAACP, Baltimore branch in the 1930s (SCAD bio). Virginia also

studied at the University of Pennsylvania and the New York Art

Student League. She graduated with a Master’ s degree from Columbia

University in 1950.

Virginia married Calvin Lycurgus Kiah between 1930 and

1935 (1930 and 1940 Census). Calvin Kiah was born Oct 1 , 1910, in Princess Anne, Maryland, and died Aug

5, 1994 (Draft card, Social Security Death Index). The couple is recorded in the 1940 United States Census as

living in Cambridge, Maryland, on the Delmarva Peninsula

for at least the past five years. At this time, Calvin was a

high school principle, and Virginia’ s occupation is listed as

“artist”, but her industry is “hobby”. Also in 1940, Calvin

registered for the draft. He enlisted as an army private on

Nov 1 , 1943 and was released Sep 13, 1945 (BIRLS Death

File). His enlistment was “for the duration of the War or

other emergency, plus six months, subject to the discretion

of the President or otherwise according to law” (World War

II Army Enlistment Records). His enlistment records also

indicate his highest level of education was a high school

diploma.

Presumably after World War II, Calvin went back to

college and earned his doctorate, because in 1951 Dr.

Calvin Kiah received a prestigious job as chairman of the

education division at Savannah State College (Figure 5, 6).

Virginia began teaching in Savannah’s public schools. She

taught art at Beach High School until 1963. While in

Savannah, her professional life skyrocketed, and she was

Figure 5: Dr. Calvin Kiah, Georgia

State University vice president for

academic affairs, in a 1978

photograph. (Photograph from the

Georgia State University Archives)

Figure 6: The Kiah House in an undated

photograph. (Courtesy of the Center for the

Study ofAfrican and African Diaspora Museums

and Communities)



successful in many ventures. She became involved in the

community and worked with young Savannah artists to help

grant them scholarships and form student art exhibits. These

successes caused her to open the Museum for the Masses,

located in her home’s second floor. The idea for the museum

was a “fulfillment of an idea nourished in childhood when

Negroes were not welcomed at public museums” (Chico 1977,

SCAD bio).

Virginia Jackson Kiah opened the Museum for the

Masses in November 1959 with the help of her husband and her

mother. During a time of heightened racial aggression in the

Deep South, Virginia successfully opened a place where African

American youth felt welcomed and comfortable. In an archival

video, Virginia states her museum is “a teaching museum, all

these different pieces of art on the walls are not segregated as

they are in most museums” (Walker). She wanted to show

visitors, and most importantly children, that they were in a

public space where they were no longer second-class citizens

and not categorized by their race. The art including oil

paintings, graphics, and sculptures intertwined throughout the

home. How she decorated and curated her museum symbolized what she ultimately wanted to achieve,

educating and empowering the youth. The museum truly reflected an overall togetherness that Virginia hoped

would be portrayed in the community.

To write a short biography, Beverly Chico interviewed Virginia and learned of the numerous

acquisitions she kept in her museum. In addition to the beautiful artwork on the walls, there were “remains of

old Savannah buildings including items from the Pape School, St. John the Divine Cathedral Nuns’ School,

local theatres, the Old DeSoto Hotel, and items from well-known private homes” (Chico 1977). She

appreciated the preservation of history and importance of these artifacts she displayed from the city around

her. The artifacts were remnants of the past from the community’s own ancestors (Figure 7).

The museum’s prosperous run came to an end with Virginia’ s death in December 2001 due to a stroke.

Virginia received several important awards and recognitions throughout her life including one from the

Baltimore Museum of Art. The National Conference of Artists (of which she was a founding member) gave

her the Distinctive Merit Award, and she was listed in Who’s Who in America and Personalities of the South.

Virginia appeared in the 1983 Blacks in Museums Directory published by the African American Museums

Association and the Smithsonian Institution of Black Professionals and Museums. In 1986, SCAD gave her an

honorary doctorate of the humanities, and she joined the SCAD Board of Trustees the next year. She donated

many of her paintings to the SCAD museum. In 1993, SCAD renamed their museum building after her

(Johnson-Simon 2017a).

Since 2001 , the museum has been left to deteriorate. A Savannah Morning News article states that the

vacant property “has been stuck in probate court since Virginia’ s death” (Curl 2017). Local papers report that

there are challenges among her family and locals about the validity of her will (Curl 2017). Regardless of the

legal battles revolving around the Kiah House, it is evident the house may be lost forever due to neglect.

Figure 7: Virginia Kiah preserved Savannah's

Bijoux Theater Fountain in her backyard.



Some Savannah organizations are fighting for the museum. The Friends of the Kiah House Museum’s

mission is “to lead a coordinated strategy to secure and preserve the Kiah House Museum, strengthen and

advance the Cuyler Brownsville Neighborhood through long term economic development and community

revitalization” (2017). African American heritage needs more representation in Savannah and throughout the

entire nation.

Virginia has left a lasting impression on the community she once served. Her fight to preserve history

and create relationships with the people around her continues today through dedicated individuals across the

area. She dedicated her life to art, history, and education. The amount of time and hard work Virginia put into

the Kiah-House Museum, teaching, and painting for the community is her legacy.

Initial Research Questions

This site holds potential for exploration of African

American history and bringing this history into greater and

wider understanding. Research questions include:

-- What were people eating? Can we identify African

American foodways?

-- What types of medicine were used? What was the health

status of the residents?

-- What consumer choices were the residents making?

-- Can we identify strategies for combating racism?

Once this site specific research is completed and the

technical report is written, the research can be extended.

The author has been involved in several late 19th, early

20th century African American archaeological sites in

Savannah. A comparative study is needed between the

rural Freedmen school (1878-ca. 1890s) on Skidaway

Island, the Sorrel-Weed Carriage House, perhaps showing

African American domestic labor in the late 1800s, the

nineteenth century Railroad Ward houses, and the Kiah House. By comparing these very different types of

sites, we can start to understand the breadth of the post-bellum African American experience in Savannah.

Methodology

One serious, initial concern was the paint peeling off of the house and garage. The house was tested in

multiple places and was negative for lead paint.

The front yard is small, largely planted, and would be difficult to access archaeologically. The western

yard is also quite small. The eastern side yard and the backyard have the most archaeological potential. The

southeast corner of the house is the datum. Two test units were judgmentally placed based on the

archaeologist’ s general knowledge of urban archaeology and the contours of the yard. The small space made

test units a better option over shovel tests. Test Unit 1 was a 1x2 meter unit placed into the eastern yard’s

slope. Rising approximately three feet, the slope is quite substantial for Savannah, indicating this a manmade

landscape feature. Test Unit 2 was a 1x1 meter unit placed in the middle of the backyard. Each unit was

excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels, unless natural levels and features were present. Maintaining arbitrary

stratigraphic levels is important in understanding the development of the site over time. All soil was screened

through ¼ inch mesh, and all artifacts were bagged by level and unit. At the close of excavation, volunteers

Figure 8: Armstrong students mapping Test Unit 2.



back-filled all units for safety and preservation.

Students taking Seifert’ s anthropology and archaeology classes and Anthropology Club members at

the Armstrong Campus of Georgia Southern University were the field crew for this project. Some of Dr.

Johnson-Simon’s Savannah State University students also joined the field crew. Lab work was conducted in

the Armstrong Campus Anthropology Lab. Artifacts were processed, analyzed, and the technical report

written with help from Armstrong students. Artifacts will be curated with Georgia Southern University’ s RM

Bogan Repository.

Public Outreach

The excavations were open to the public, but outreach extends beyond the dig days. Prior to the

excavation, we visited the Cuyler-Brownsville Neighborhood Association monthly meeting and invited the

neighborhood to the dig. At the dig, student volunteers helped with public interpretation and education in

addition to excavation duties. Digging Savannah and the Savannah Archaeological Alliance social media

report on the project as is proceeds.

Results

Test Unit 1

Test Unit 1 , Level 1 was 10YR2/1 black loam. This topsoil level was 10-12 cm deep and contained

small amounts of architectural materials (cut and wire nails, window glass, asphalt roofing material, and

concrete) and larger amounts of kitchen materials (mostly bottle glass). Modern trash, a year 2000 penny, an

Islands Expressway token, and newspaper fragments were also found.

Level 2 was still a 10 cm arbitrary level extending across the entire unit, but had many more artifacts.

The soil was 10YR2/1 black loam. This level contained a variety of architectural materials including brick,

cut and wire nails, a staple, window glass, mortar, and concrete. Eight clothing artifacts were found (buttons,

shirt studs, and a rivet). One of the buttons was plastic, indicating the modern nature of this layer. Over 300

kitchen artifacts were found including porcelain, stonewares, refined earthenwares, animal bone, oyster shell,

a variety of bottle glass, and even a few Native American ceramics. Two pennies (1966 and 1945), 2 dimes

(1974 and 1973), a glass “gemstone”, five brass cartridges (.22 caliber), a white clay tobacco pipestem, a terra

cotta flowerpot fragment, a ceramic marble, small portions of newspaper,

and six pieces of slate were found.

The number of artifacts peaked in Level 3 (n=1 ,868). This level was

another 10 cm arbitrary level that was the same soil as above levels,

10YR2/1 black loam. Architectural items included window glass, cut and

wire nails, a small amount of brick and mortar, and roofing tin. Several

buttons and a D-shaped, heavily corroded iron buckle were found as well

as a partial caster wheel. As was common at the site, the kitchen ceramics

consisted of porcelain, various utilitarian stonewares, Ironstone,

transferprinted wares, and small amounts of miscellaneous refined

earthenwares (Figure 9). Animal bone, oyster shell, two crown caps, and

a great variety of bottle glass were also found. Other artifacts included

slag, a slate pencil, newspaper fragments, a spark plug, a battery carbon

core, bolts, screws, and coal (3.75kg was weighed and discarded). Below

this level was some yellow mottling in the unit’ s western half, and the

western half was not fully excavated to 10cm because of the soil change.
Figure 9: Stonewares from Test

Unit 1 , Level 3



The unit’ s eastern half is slightly lighter with no yellow mottling.

Level 4 was only present in the unit’ s eastern half and was 15 cm thick.

The soil was 10YR2/1 black loam and stratigraphically the same as all of the

layers above. The architectural artifacts were mostly window glass, some

brick, cut and wire nails, and two utility pipe fragments. Two buttons, an

eyelet, and shoe rand (metal pieces binding the sole and upper) were also

found. This level contained the same mix of porcelain, stonewares, Ironstone,

and miscellaneous refined earthenwares including nine burned sherds. Animal

bone, oyster shell, and table glass sherds complete the kitchen artifacts. Like

the level above, this level also had coal, slag, and heavily corroded iron

fragments. This level also contained a bone toothbrush head, terra cotta

flowerpot sherds, and slate fragments of different thicknesses. A black plastic comb fragment shows this layer

is still fairly modern, probably mid-1900s (Figure 10).

Level 5 was a 10 cm arbitrary level with 10YR3/2 very dark grayish brown sand mottled with

10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sand. The soil was very loose and soft. There was a significant drop in the

number of artifacts from Level 4 (n=911 ) and Level 5 (n=270). Artifacts were similar to above levels, with

more brick and less window glass, cut and wire nails, and roofing tin. Porcelain, utilitarian stonewares,

Ironstone, a transfer print sherd, and a variety of bottle glass were found in addition to bone and oyster shell.

Coal, slag, and slate were found. Small finds include a

brass skeleton key, a porcelain button, a slate pencil

fragment, and two mismatching children’s porcelain tea

plate fragments (Figure 11 ). This level was the last to

contain plastic (one unidentified black sherd).

Level 6 was 10YR3/2 very dark grayish brown

sand mottled with 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sand

and was a 10 cm arbitrary level. Brick and cut and wire nails dominate the architectural artifacts along with

very small amounts of window glass and mortar. There were very few kitchen artifacts in this level: one

whiteware sherd, a Native American ceramic sherd, and small amounts of bone and colorless bottle glass

(TPQ 1870). A ceramic marble was found as well as the top to a bone needle case, which contained two parts

that screw into each other.

Level 7 was a 10 cm deep level that was 10YR3/4 dark

yellowish brown sand, although the soil was subtly mottled.

Brick, cut and wire nails, and roofing tin were common. The

roofing tin was found clustered in the eastern edge. Nine brass

eyelets were found. Some had material (probably leather)

trapped in the eyelets. These are probably shoe eyelets (Figure

12). Surprisingly, there were no ceramics in this level, but

there was animal bone, bottle glass sherds, and a crown cap,

which gives this level a TPQ of 1892.

Level 8 was a natural layer in the unit’ s western two-thirds, was 19 cm deep, and was 10YR4/4 dark

yellowish brown sand. This level ended the second major strata in this unit. Brick, window glass, cut and wire

nails, a possible Cremone bolt, a gutter hook, and roofing tin were found. The same combination of ceramics

Figure 10: Plastic comb from

Test Unit 1 , Level 4

Figure 11 : Skeleton Key from Test Unit 1 , Level 5

Figure 12: Shoe eyelets from Test Unit 1 ,

Level 7



(porcelain, stoneware, and refined earthenwares) was found as well as animal bone, various bottle glass types,

and a partial glass goblet base. A slate pencil fragment and a battery carbon core were discovered. The battery

core gives this level an early 20th century TPQ.

Level 9 was a thin layer throughout most of the unit’ s western two-thirds. The soil was 10YR2/2 very

dark brown sand seven to nine cm deep. This layer begins the unit’ s third and final major strata. There were

very few architectural artifacts (brick and a nail) but many more kitchen items (bone and bottle glass). Some

aqua bottle glass sherds were embossed with letters and numbers, including “CC&Co” on a base made by a

post bottom mold. This base dates between 1876 and 1883. These will be further discussed in the analysis

section. The only other artifacts found in this level were two thin fragments of sheet metal, possibly roofing

tin.

Level 10 was a natural layer in the unit’ s western half and was 32-36 cm deep. The soil was 10YR3/2

very dark grayish brown sand mottled with 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sand. Once it was excavated, we

discovered the layer was thin, alternating layers of “orange” and “gray”. The artifacts were typical of what

was found in previous layers: brick, mortar, porcelain, gray salt-glazed stoneware, whiteware, bone, bottle

glass (aqua and colorless), charcoal, iron fragments, and an unidentified substance that may be roofing

material.

Level 11 was also a natural layer that was in the unit’ s eastern half and was 11 cm deep. The soil was

10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sand. Brick, window glass, nails, transfer printed wares, bottle glass, coal, and

miscellaneous iron fragments were found. A crown cap gives this level an 1892 TPQ.

Level 12 was 22 cm deep and 10YR2/1 black sand. This level extended throughout the unit, but was

excavated with Level 10 in the unit’ s western half. While this was the last level of the unit, we did not

encounter subsoil. The unit was stopped for safety reasons. The unit was 126 cm at the deepest, northwestern

corner. Also, as this was an initial testing phase, it was determined a reasonable sample size had been taken.

Figure 1 3: Test Unit 1 , North wall profile



Window glass, cut nails, roofing tin, Ironstone, transfer print wares, bottle glass (aqua and colorless),

charcoal, and slag were found.

Test Unit 2

Test Unit 2, Level 1 was a 10cm arbitrary level and was 10YR2/1 black loam. Brick and mortar,

window glass, and a modern brass key were found. Four bottle glass sherds were the only kitchenwares. Coal,

iron fragments, slag, a screw, part of a padlock, and a blue glass marble were found. Modern plastic and other

miscellaneous modern materials were found including a pen and cloth, but most were not kept.

Level 2 was 10YR3/2 very dark grayish brown loam mottled with 10YR5/6 yellowish brown loam.

This was a 10 cm arbitrary level. Brick, window glass, cut and wire nails, a staple, hardware, and concrete

predominate the architectural materials. Kitchen artifacts include porcelain and coarse and refined

earthenwares, animal bone, oyster shell, and bottle glass sherds. Coal, slag, iron fragments, a .22 brass

cartridge, terra cotta flower pot fragments, a porcelain electrical fuse, a glass marble, bolts, screws, slate

fragments, and miscellaneous modern materials and plastic were also found.

Level 3 was 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown sand mottled with 10YR5/4 yellowish brown sand and

10YR3/3 dark brown sand. Level 3 was a thin layer, only 3-4 cm deep, and once removed we could clearly

see Features 4 and 5. This level contained brick, window glass, cut and wire nails, concrete, coal, slag, a

porcelain insulator, and glass chimney lamp fragments. Porcelain, whiteware, bone, bottle glass (colorless and

amber), and half of a clothing snap were also unearthed. A small amount of coal was found, but not kept.

Below Level 3, a planview map was drawn. Features 4 and 5 were excavated as features, but while both had

good interfaces and were distinct, they were very shallow and seemed to be thin, small layers. This pattern of

thin, small layers and small, unimpressive features continued from Level 4 to 11 . Each was excavated

separately to thoroughly investigate and test the area.

Feature 4 measured 7-8 cm deep was 10YR4/3 brown sandy loam

mottled with 10YR5/4 yellowish brown sandy loam. The feature was

bisected and each half excavated separately, but there was little depth to the

feature (Figure 14). Brick, wire nails, concrete, coal, a bolt, and two slate

fragments were found. Bottle glass fragments, a white glass bead, and a

brass eyelet (probably for shoes) were also found. A fragment of

unidentified plastic shows this feature is still modern.

Feature 5 was similar to Feature 4 in shape and stratigraphy. Both

features ran east/west across the unit and were on top of Level 6. Feature 4

was in the unit’ s northern half; Feature 5 was in the southern half. Feature 5

was slightly deeper (8-10cm) and was 10YR3/2 very dark grayish brown sandy loam. Brick, wood, window

glass, nails, bottle glass, a metal can fragment, a glass chimney lamp sherd, and lead and iron scraps were

found. The manganese decolorized glass sherds give this level an 1880 TPQ.

Level 6 spanned most of the unit, but very dark soil patches showed through a few areas, particularly

in the unit’ s northwest corner. The level varied in thickness between one and 10 cm. The soil was 10YR5/6

yellowish brown sandy loam mottled with 10YR2/1 black sandy loam and 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown

sandy loam. Brick, window glass, nail fragments, plain pearlware, and amber bottle glass were found. Below

Level 6, several Features (7, 8, 9, and 11 ) plus Level 10 appeared. Most of these features was small and

shallow. While they had good interfaces, and were easily distinguishable from the surrounding matrix, the

Figure 14: Test Unit 2, Feature 4,

bisected and profiled, facing east.



features often were simply differential pockets of soil.

Feature 7 was the most striking of the features excavated and possibly the only true feature (Figures 15

and 16). It was seen stratigraphically intruding Level 6, but the soil change was subtle, and only three distinct

corners were found. Once Level 6 was removed, the feature was obvious, nearly square in planview, and 16

cm deep with straight sides. The soil is 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sandy loam. Brick, nail fragments, and

two milk glass cufflinks or earrings were found. The potential cufflinks are white half-spheres with an iron

piece of the back. The iron is heavily rusted so it is unclear what the function of these items was.

Feature 8 was only 6 cm deep and 10YR5/4 yellowish brown sandy loam. Only four artifacts were

found: brick, window glass, a nail fragment, and coal. The excavator noted that the feature might actually be

bioturbation.

Feature 9 was located in the unit’ s southwest corner and was 6 cm deep. The soil was 10YR4/2 dark

grayish brown sandy loam. Brick, cut and wire nails, a staple, coal and slate were found. Animal bone, amber

bottle glass, and a .22 brass cartridge were also discovered.

Level 10 extended across the unit, except where features had been

removed. The depth varied between three and nine cm, and the soils were

10YR3/2 very dark grayish brown sandy loam mottled with 10YR4/3

brown sandy loam. Brick, window glass, wire nails, coal, charcoal, slag,

and slate fragments were found. Kitchen artifacts included animal bone,

oyster shell, bottle glass, table glass, and a metal lid. A bottle glass sherd

with a crown cap finish gives this layer an 1892 TPQ. This layer had one

interesting small find, a tiny red glass ball with a brass tip (Figure 17). This

was likely part of a larger jewelry item.

Feature 11 was rectangular (28cm x 20cm) and extended into the

unit’ s northern wall. The soil was 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sandy loam and only 5 cm deep. Brick,

concrete, and slag were the only artifacts found.

Level 12 was 10YR5/4 yellowish brown sand mottled with 10YR2/2 very dark brown sand and

extended over the entire unit except the very southwest corner. The level was one to 6 cm deep. Nothing

diagnostic was found, only brick, coal, charcoal, iron fragments, and slag.

Figure 15: Test Unit 2, Feature 7, prior to excavation Figure 16: Test Unit 2, Feature 7, post excavation

Figure 17: Jewelry fragment,

Test Unit 2, Level 10



Level 13 was 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sand mottled with 10YR2/2 very dark brown sand, but

the soil quickly transitioned to mostly 10YR2/2. The soil was fairly compact and 22-25 cm deep. Brick,

window glass, cut and wire nails, mortar, and a clothespin hinge were found. Kitchenwares include porcelain,

stonewares, Ironstone, annular and transfer print wares, animal bone, and bottle glass (olive green, aqua, and

colorless). Coal, charcoal, slag, a roll of wire rusted together, slate fragments, and chimney lamp glass were

also found.

Level 14 extends across the entire unit and was 22 to 25 cm deep. The soils were 10YR4/6 dark

yellowish brown sand. Brick, window glass, a cut nail, shell, and bottle glass were found. A fragment of

modern black plastic was also found early in the level. Excavators debated whether this artifact had fallen

from the wall or was uncovered in this level. The debate was inconclusive.

Level 15 was 10YR3/1 very dark gray sand and was two to four cm deep. Only two artifacts were

found: heavily worn bone and a rusted bolt. Two large, thick roots began to impede the small excavation,

which was also 90 cm deep. Therefore, Level 16, a 40 x 40 cm area was excavated in the northeast corner to

further investigate this very deep, very dark strata more easily.

Level 16 soils were 10YR2/1 black loam and very compact. The level was dug 53 cm deep, to an

arbitrary stopping point dictated by the unit’ s size and large roots present, but the stratigraphic layer

continued. Brick, window glass, colorless bottle glass, coal, and iron fragments were found high in the level.

Deeper the level was sterile.

Figure 18: Test Unit 2, South and East wall profiles, picture taken facing southeast.



Interpretations and Conclusions

Test Unit 1 has three major strata. The top stratum (A) has very dark soil and consists of Levels 1

through 5. The stratum slopes downhill to the east, away from the house. This stratum contains plastic

throughout and has very high numbers of artifacts, particularly kitchen artifacts, which vastly outnumber other

categories, especially in Level 3. Despite the plastic in Level 5, artifacts do continue to get older as the

stratum gets deeper. Coins and other diagnostic artifacts, the decreasing volume of modern plastics, and

increasing numbers of cut nails show the unit has stratigraphic integrity with little disturbance.

Levels 6 through 8 comprise the middle stratum (B), which had many fewer artifacts and architectural

materials outnumber other artifacts. This layer is much lighter in color and sandy. While many artifacts,

including ceramics and cut nails have nineteenth century dates. A crown cap (TPQ 1892) and an early

twentieth century battery carbon core in Level 8 show this level ultimately dates to the early to mid-1900s,

which is before the Kiah family bought the house. Stratum B certainly dates to the house’s early years, and the

stratum’s base could represent the house’s construction.

Stratum C, the lowest stratum, is darker gray in color with

orange pockets. This level contains few artifacts, but kitchen artifacts

again are most numerous except for the last level, Level 12. A few

nineteenth ceramics (Ironstone, stoneware) were found in addition to a

bottle base embossed with “CC&Co” (Figure 19). Found in Level 9,

this aqua bottle “was produced on commission for the Carl Conrad

Company between 1876 and 1883. In 1876, Conrad founded Carl

Conrad & Co. to market Budweiser Beer (named for the town of

Budweis in Bavaria)” (Caster 2018). “Although Carl Conrad was

neither a brewer nor a bottler, he contracted with Anheuser-Busch, then

the brewers of St Louis Lager Beer, to brew and bottle his beer for him.

Conrad advertised his beer as ‘ the Original Budweiser,’ and there

seems to be no doubt that his was the first use of that name on the

American market” (Lockhart et al 2014).

“The company went out of business during the panic of 1883, so

no bottles with the CC&Co design were commissioned after 1883. The

Budweiser product identification was on a printed paper label affixed to the side

of the bottle, and is unlikely to have survived. The bottles came in two sizes: a

16 fluid ounce pint, and a 25 fluid ounce bottle. The pint bottles were 6.5 cm in

diameter and the letter “C” in the design was sanserif, just as the artifact found

here” (Caster 2018).

Additionally, two other aqua glass sherds, one from Level 9 and one from Level

12, cross mend (Figure 20). Together the embossed letters likely spell,

“…BRAND/…ADE M…”. Despite these relatively early dates, a crown cap

found in Level 11 (TPQ 1892) suggests a very late-nineteenth or early twentieth

century date for these levels. These early artifacts, a decade or two before the

Kiah House’s 1913 construction suggest the possibility of an earlier, post-Civil

War occupation. Additionally, subsoil was never reached in Test Unit 1 and the

artifact numbers were higher in Level 12 than the three previous levels, strongly

suggesting the possibility of more and earlier archaeological resources. The 1898

Figure 19: Bottle base with CC&Co

embossing and made with a post

bottom mold. Test Unit 1 , Level 9.

(Photograph courtesy ofChristopher

Caster)

Figure 20: Bottle glass

fragments from Level 9

(left) and Level 12 (right)

that cross-mend.

(Photograph courtesty of

Christopher Caster)



Sanborn Fire Insurance map shows the lot as undeveloped (Digital Library of Georgia). However, this does

not completely exclude a post-Civil War occupation, especially considering the city rezoning and rearranging

that took place between 1883 and 1886.

The high numbers of ceramics in Test Unit 1 was striking. Analysis shows the ceramics are

concentrated in Test Unit 1 , Levels 2-5. All other levels had less than 10 ceramic sherds, too few for

meaningful analysis. Levels 3, 4, and 5 had substantially similar ceramic patterns: averaging 23.0% porcelain,

37.5% Stonewares, 29.4% Ironstone, 6.1% burned or unidentifiable, and the remaining 4% a mix of transfer

printed wares, whiteware, and other miscellaneous refined earthenwares (Figure 21 ).

Test Unit 2 was more mixed. The first three levels were topsoil. Levels 4 through 11 were features and

mottled, uneven levels. After Feature 4, the very modern material ends. Although many features did not

contain diagnostic artifacts, items like the crown cap in Level 10 suggest a very late nineteenth or early

twentieth century date for these levels. Starting with Level 12, four thicker, more distinct levels were present,

alternating between “orange” and “dark gray”. Even considering that this test unit was only one square meter,

Test Unit 2 contained many fewer artifacts than Test Unit 1 , which was two square meters. Levels 2, 10, and

13 had significantly more artifacts than other levels and features. Level 13, a thick, prominent dark layer,

contains a substantial amount of kitchen wares and other personal material compared with the Levels 12, 14,

15, and 16. This may have been an old living surface. The mix of cut and wire nails, Ironstone, transfer print

wares, and colorless bottle glass date this level to late 1800s or early 1900s.

The vast majority of small finds were in the topsoil for both units. This follows the general pattern of

more artifacts in the higher levels. Test Unit 1 had 28 small finds in Strata A, three in Strata B, and none in

Strata C. Test Unit 2 had nine small finds in the topsoil and two in Levels 9 and 10.

Figure 21 . Percentages of ceramic types by level, Test Unit 1 .



Clothing artifacts were fairly numerous in Test Unit 1 (n=32) when compared

with six in Test Unit 2. This was in keeping with the general trend of more artifacts in

Test Unit 1 . Most of the Test Unit 1 artifacts were found in Strata A, including

buttons, cufflinks, a rivet, an iron buckle, an eyelet for a shoe or possibly a corset, and

four rands, or metal edges on shoes. Although they are very similar, these cufflinks

(or possibly shirt studs) are not an exact matching pair. Nine shoe eyelets were found

in Test Unit 1 , Level 7. These are likely from one shoe, or a pair of shoes. Test Unit 2

had clothing artifacts distributed more equitably throughout in Levels 3 (a snap), 4

(glass bead and eyelet), 7 (a possible pair of cufflinks), and 13 (metal hinge from a

clothespin). The Test Unit 2 cufflinks could be a matching pair (Figure 22). They are

milk glass with an iron stud on the back.

Children’s artifacts were found in the upper layers, mostly dating

to the Kiah occupation. This was initially surprising because the

Kiahs did not have children, but the earliest occupants including the

Parrishes, Kandels, and Ms. Gordon did have children. Dr. Deborah

Johnson-Simon’s community ethnographies reveal that Mrs. Kiah

loved children and was always encouraging them to play in her yard.

Two machine manufactured glass marbles were found in Test Unit

2’s upper two layers (Figure 23). Older, ceramic marbles were found

in Test Unit 1 , Levels 2 and 6. Two large, mismatching fragments of

porcelain tea plates were found in Test Unit 1 , Level 5 (Figure 24).

Additionally, a possible doll’ s head fragment was found in Test Unit

1 , Level 3. These are very common twentieth century children’s toys

and (stereotypically) show both male and female genders.

Future Research

These two test units are a small sample, but have shown that there is a high archaeological integrity

and very deep resources at the Kiah House site, especially on the eastern side yard near Test Unit 1 . The

backyard needs further exploration with caution. The mottled nature of the soil (particularly Levels 4 through

11 ) and the black plastic sherd found in Level 14, suggest the backyard contains much more disturbance that

the side yard. However, this area still deserves more testing to confirm either way. Small finds such as slate

Figure 22: Test Unit 2,

Level 7: possible

cufflinks

Figure 24. Test Unit 1 , children's artifacts: porcelain tea plates and ceramic marbles

Figure 23: Test Unit 2 children's glass

marbles.



pencil fragments and Native American ceramics provide intriguing glimpses at the residents’ lives, but

without a larger sample, it is hard to draw many conclusions.

In addition to excavating more test units, exploratory shovel tests should be conducted around the

house to test the potential for other archaeological resources. The great volume of glass sherds and especially

ceramics lends itself to a large-scale cross-mending project.
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Appendix A: Virginia Jackson Kiah: Her Continuous Battle

by Hayley Adkins

Georgia Southern University

In a city full of rich history and countless historical landmarks lies a decrepit two-story home. This

home is not just any home, it once served as a museum that was meant for the masses. Inside the museum

were numerous eclectic artifacts, beautiful portraits, and an overwhelming aura of uniqueness. As unique as

the museum was, it was curated by a far more intriguing woman whose passions and life’s work flowed

throughout the home. Virginia Jackson Kiah opened the museum in 1959 with the help of her husband, Dr.

Calvin Kiah. Virginia was an African-American woman from Maryland who moved to Savannah, Georgia

during the height of the civil rights movement. She pushed for the enrichment of her own race and encouraged

the education and talents in many young African-American children.

Virginia came from a highly religious background and parents who were involved in the fight for

African-American civil rights. Virginia’s mother understood the importance of education and it showed in

Virginia’s academic career. As a child she skipped some grades and found a likeness for art, specifically

portrait art. After high school, she attended the Philadelphia Museum School ofArt and was the only “negro

female in the school” (Chico, 1 977). She overcame many obstacles and eventually graduated to pursue her

career in painting and drawing portraits. Portrait art was her passion because she believed “it was for the

community” (Chico, 1 977). Her passion for the community followed her throughout her whole life as she

served and educated the public.

In 1951 her husband received a prestigious job as chairman of the education division at Savannah

State College. Virginia followed and began to work as a teacher in public schools. While in Savannah her

professional life skyrocketed and she became successful in many ventures. She became involved in the

community and began working with young savannah artists to help grant them scholarships and form student

art exhibits. The success of teaching and giving back followed her home causing her to open the Kiah-House

Museum. The idea for the museum was a “fulfillment of an idea nourished in childhood when Negroes were

not welcomed at public museums” (Chico, 1 977).

During a time of heightened racial aggression in the deep south, Virginia successfully opened a place

where African-American youth felt welcomed and comfortable. In an archival video on YouTube, Virginia

claims her museum was “a teaching museum, all these different pieces of art on the walls are not segregated

as they are in most museums” (KC Walker, 3 :37). She wanted to show the visitors and most importantly

children, that they were in a public space where they were no longer second-class citizens and not categorized

by their race. Several pieces of art including oil paintings, graphics, and sculptures were intertwined

throughout the home. How she decorated and curated her museum symbolized what she ultimately wanted to

achieve, educating and empowering the youth. The museum truly reflected an overall togetherness that

Virginia hoped would be portrayed in the community.

Beverly Chico conducted a biography about Virginia and was able to perform an interview with her

and learned of the numerous acquisitions she kept in her museum. In addition to the beautiful artwork on the

walls, there were “remains of old Savannah buildings including items from the Pape School, St. John the

Devine Cathedral Nuns’ School, local theatres, the Old DeSoto Hotel, and items from well-known private

homes” (Chico, 1 977). She understood the preservation of history and importance of these artifacts she

displayed from the city around her. The artifacts were remnants of the past from the community’s own

ancestors.



The museum’s prosperous run came to an end with Virginia’s death in 2001 . Since then the museum

has been left to rot and deteriorate. The Savannah Morning News states that the vacant property “has been

stuck in probate court since Virginia’s death” (2017). Allegations fill the local papers that there are challenges

among her family and locals about the validity of her will (Curl, 2017). Regardless of the legal battles

revolving around the former Kiah-House Museum, it is evident the house may be lost forever due to neglect.

This is heartbreaking for the community and history of Savannah.

Many organizations are fighting hard in Savannah to display the importance of the museum. For

example, the Friends of the Kiah-House Museum’s mission is “to lead a coordinated strategy to secure and

preserve the Kiah House Museum, strengthen and advance the Cuyler Brownsville Neighborhood through

long term economic development and community revitalization” (2017). African-American heritage needs

more representation in Savannah and throughout the entire nation. The disenfranchisement ofAfrican-

Americans throughout history is upsetting and the fight for any remnants of their past is crucial for the world

today. Reexamining history and revealing hard truths about the past can only further progress society in the

right direction.

Virginia has left a lasting impression on the community she once served. Her fight to preserve history and

create a relationship with the people around her continues today by dedicated individuals across the area. She

dedicated her life to art, history, and education. The amount of time and hard work Virginia put into the Kiah-

House Museum, being a teacher, and painting for the community is her legacy. What remains at 505 W. 36th

St. in Savannah, Georgia is an inaccurate and disheartening reflection of that legacy. It is time for negotiations

to be made and the Kiah-House Museum to return to the former glory Virginia Jackson Kiah worked so hard

to provide for the community.
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Appendix B: Glass Bottle Analysis Project

by Christopher Caster

Objective

The objective of this project is to catalog, examine and classify glass bottle fragments found at the urban

archeology site and test unit 9Ch1452/1 . Where possible, the fragments are then matched up, taped and then

glued together to make larger patterns that can perhaps be identified by origin and date.

Process

The glass bottle fragments were originally recovered from the 9Ch1452/1 site, washed and stored in the

archeology department ofGeorgia Southern University, Armstrong campus. Initially the glass fragments were

grouped by the layer from which they were removed. In this project, all of the glass fragments from levels 9

and 10 were labeled and cataloged.

After cataloging, the pieces of glass were matched by color, shape and markings to try to fit them together

into larger artifacts for further research. These matching fragments were taped together for later gluing and

assembly. Various web sites were then searched to try to match the patterns found on the assembled artifacts.

The most useful information was found on the Historic Glass Bottle Identification and Information Website of

the Society for Historical Archeology (Lindsey).

Findings

One bottle bottom could be positively identified by its embossed design. It was produced on commission for

the Carl Conrad Company between 1876 and 1883. The artifact is 6.5 cm in diameter and shows the

interlocked design spelling out CC&Co, as shown in the figure below.

In 1876, Conrad founded “Carl Conrad & Co. to market Budweiser Beer (named for the town ofBudweis in

Bavaria), although Conrad neither brewed the beer nor manufactured the bottles. Adolphus Busch actually

made and bottled the beer, and a series of glass factories made the bottles” (Lockhart). The company went out

of business during the panic of 1883, so no bottles with the CC&Co design were commissioned after 1 883.

The Budweiser product identification was on a printed paper label affixed to the side of the bottle, and is

unlikely to have survived. The bottles came in two sizes: a 16 fluid ounce pint, and a 25 fluid ounce bottle.

Bottle bottom embossed with logo of

Carl Conrad & Co

Circle imposed on bottom of bottle

to find diameter



The pint bottles were 6.5 cm in diameter and the letter “C” in the design was sanserif, just as the artifact found

here. There is little doubt this artifact was produced between 1876 and 1883. This strongly suggests that

level 9 should be no older than 1876, but this dating should be confirmed by other artifacts found there.

One anomaly was found among these artifacts. One of the class fragments found on level 9 mated together

perfectly with a second fragment recovered from level 12. This may indicate that this trash pile was disturbed

at some time before level 9 settled in place, since it is unlikely that two fragments of the same bottle would

have been discarded years apart. Further analysis of other artifacts from levels 9 through 12 may confirm that

some of the materials in these layers are not positioned in strict chronological sequence by date of deposition.

Shown below are photographs of fragments that could be assembled, but not identified, because the writing on

the fragments contained too few characters to match with known products or sources.
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